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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Little Asia from Boston. Currently, there are 16 dishes and
drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Little Asia:
This place was fantastic! I'm trying to go to Chinese places in any city I'm visiting, and this happened near my

Airbnb. There were good reviews, so I decided to give him a shot. I and my mate both ordered the combo with 3
appetizers and we were shocked by the portions when they came out the plate was stacked high. The appetizers
were not only tiny shrimps on the plate they were big. I got the Teriyaki chicken and th... read more. What User

doesn't like about Little Asia:
The worst Chinese food, I had ever tasted. (I paid double for my pork fried rice with chicken wings and two egg

rolls $20, I usually pay $10)  the chicken had no flavor no crispness and the color was dark. the rice was dark no
flavor and eggs roll was to light in color and burnt. As soon as I open  the container I saw the difference in color
compare  from a real Chinese meal. I knew just by looking  at the  color of... read more. During a meal, a good

drink is essential. In this gastropub, you not only get delicious cuisine from the menu but also a comprehensive
and particularly good variety of good beers and other alcoholic beverages that go well with the food, The

guests of the establishment are also thrilled with the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that
the restaurant offers. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Little Asia. Anyone who finds the
normal and generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some

exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, Many guests are especially looking forward to the experience of
versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine.
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P�z�
FUSION

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SHRIMPS

TRAVEL

TERIYAKI

PORK MEAT

BEANS

EGG

BEEF

CORNED BEEF
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